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WANT TO SPRAY KLASS KOTE – BUT NO SPRAY EQUIPMENT?
Klass Kote coatings can be spray-applied using the very inexpensive,
disposal PREVAL Spray System, which allows you to achieve a smooth,
consistent, professional-looking dried-film coating - all at a very
economical price.
The PREVAL Spray System is a professional grade spray system that is
good for countless applications. It’s disposable, recyclable, easy to clean,
and, best of all, no compressor is needed.
The Preval Sprayer’s patented venturri vacuum process pulls liquid from
any compatible, removable, and refillable container and delivers a
professional-grade spray stream to virtually any surface. It’s amazing.
 Easy replacement and cleanup with interchangeable and disposable
parts
 Great for DIY projects
 Professional- grade finish
The PREVAL Spray System contains an aerosol/vacuum, “Power Unit”, a
“Product Container”, and a “Dip Tube” that sucks the liquid to be sprayed
up from the product container and sprays out through the tip of the power
unit.
The whole system is easy to use, the containers are easy to clean &
reusable and the power units are disposable. There is also an optional
“vGrip Universal Handle” that provides more precise control when using
the system. There is no need to purchase expensive air compressors, or
high-end paint spray guns to achieve the consistent, smooth finish that
spray-applying paint provides vs. what brush or roll-applying does.
Also be sure to have some paint filters, and reducer, as spray-applying
paint requires pouring the “thinned” paint mixture to be sprayed through a
filter into the container.
Any questions, please feel free to contact us directly to discuss the
process. Click here for our links to purchase the Preval system and also
other accessories you may need to complete your project.
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